AmplifyChange Phase 2: Members

AmplifyChange Members

- **Wafa Adam:**
  Independent SRHR expert (youth specialist)

- **Dr. Eunice Brookman-Amissah:**
  Independent SRHR expert (abortion specialist)

- **Mark Chataway:**
  Hyderus Communication Management Consultancy
  (communications specialist)

- **David Daniels:**
  MannionDaniels (public health specialist)

- **Hon. Safia Nalule Juuko:**
  Member of Parliament, Uganda
  Founder of Human Rights of Women and Girls with Disabilities (HURIWD)
  (SRHR and disability rights specialist)

- **Dr. Fawzia Rasheed:**
  Independent SRHR expert
  (governance and environmental specialist)

- **Dr. Sara Seims:**
  Independent SRHR expert

- **Ulla Tørnæs:**
  Member of Parliament, Denmark